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Abstract

When twin variants interact, TTBs form and consequently affect twinning and detwinning processes. In this paper, we study twin–twin
interactions by combining experimental observations and theoretical analysis. Mg single crystals are cyclically loaded in [0001] and
½10�10� directions, respectively. Experimental characterization reveals the character of the twin–twin boundary and three kinds of
twin–twin structures: a quilted-looking twin structure consisting of twins arrested at other twin boundaries, an “apparent crossing” twin
structure which links twins impinging independently on each side of twin lamella and a double twin structure that results from secondary
twins being nucleated at twin–twin interfaces. According to their crystallography, twin–twin interactions are classified into Type I for two
twin variants sharing the same h11�2 0i zone axis and Type II for two twins with different zone axes. For Type I twin–twin interactions,
one twin does not transmit across the twin boundary and into the other twin. For Type II twin–twin interactions, one twin can transmit
into the other only under some special loading conditions. In most cases twin transmission does not occur but, instead, twin–twin
boundaries form that contain boundary dislocations. For Type I twin–twin interactions, the twin–twin boundary is a low angle tilt
boundary with the habit plane being either the basal or the prismatic plane. For Type II twin–twin interactions, the twin–twin boundary
is a high index crystallographic plane according to geometry analysis. Twin–twin boundary dislocations can be inferred by reactions of
twinning dislocations associated with the two twin variants. An “apparent crossing” twin structure is thus a consequence of twin–twin
boundary formation. Under reversed loading, detwinning is hindered because of the energetically unfavorable dissociation of boundary
dislocations. Most interestingly, secondary twinning is activated at Type II twin–twin boundaries under reversed loading.
Published by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc.
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1. Introduction

Magnesium (Mg) and its alloys are the lightest struc-
tural metals and have the attraction of reducing vehicle
weight and thereby increasing vehicle efficiency. However,
Mg and Mg alloys exhibit very limited formability at room
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temperature because the hexagonal-close-packed (hcp)
structure has a limited number of slip systems. As a conse-
quence, twinning and detwinning commonly play a critical
role during plastic deformation of polycrystalline aggre-
gates. Twinning/detwinning has been characterized using
in situ meso- and macro-scale techniques such as optical
microscopy [1–3], acoustic emission [4,5] and neutron
diffraction [6,7]. In parallel, materials modeling tools at
meso- and macro-scales have been developed to quantita-
tively simulate the contribution of twinning/detwinning
to plastic deformation and texture evolution [8–14].
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Characterization of microstructures related to twinning/
detwinning, such as twin boundaries, dislocation–twin
boundary interactions and twin–twin interactions, has pro-
vided insight into understanding microstructural features
and the role of twinning/detwinning in mechanical defor-
mation, as well advancing the development of materials
modeling tools at meso- and macro-scales [8–14]. The com-
bination of in situ/ex situ scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) [15–18] and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) [19–23] with atomistic simulations [24–34], has
shown that f10�12g twin boundaries are serrated and are
formed by f10�12g coherent twin boundary (CTB) and
prismatic||basal boundaries (PB) [22]. Correspondingly,
f10�12g twin boundaries can heavily deviate from the twin-
ning plane [19]. The formation of such serrated twin
boundaries was ascribed to dislocation–twin boundary
interactions [31]. Thus, propagation of twins is accom-
plished through the migration of CTBs and PBs. In
addition, the migration of a PB boundary can result in
the emission of partial dislocations on the basal plane,
forming stacking faults as evidenced in high resolution
TEM [22]. These microstructural features can be related
to twinning-induced hardening [3].

Dislocation–twin boundary interactions in hcp metals
have been reported extensively. It has been shown that
when a mixed edge/screw basal dislocation interacts with
a twin boundary, twinning dislocations (TDs) and residual
defects are produced at the TB [29–34]. At f�1011g and
f�1013g TBs, only one TD can be created by the dissocia-
tion of a mixed dislocation [28]. However, the dissociation
of a mixed basal dislocation at the f�1012g TB can generate
multiple TDs [34]. As TDs glide along the TB, the TB
migrates. This can be a mechanism for expanding or con-
tracting the twin domain. However, the interaction of
one screw basal dislocation with a TB does not lead to
TB migration because it cross-slips through the TB [34].

Twin–twin interactions in hcp metals were first studied
by Reed-Hill and Buchanan in the 1960s [35]. Microstruc-
tures in association with twin–twin interactions were found
to correlate with mechanical hardening [36–38]. Yu et al.
[3] observed that twin–twin junctions resulting from
twin–twin interactions could retard detwinning. The retar-
dation behavior was ascribed to the unfavorable dissocia-
tion of twin–twin boundary (TTB) dislocations. Crossing-
like twin structure has been observed in hcp metals, such
as zinc [39], zirconium [35] and magnesium [40,41]. For a
crossing-like twin structure, Cahn proposed a continuity
condition based on the observed structure in a-uranium
[42], stating that two constraints are required for the
crossing-like twin–twin intersection: (1) the traces of the
crossing twin and the secondary twin in the K1 plane of
the crossed twin must be parallel; (2) the direction and
magnitude of the twinning shear must be identical in the
crossing and secondary twins. However, the second
constraint condition had been questioned when it is applied
to twin–twin intersections in hcp metals [39–41]. Roberts
and Partridge [40] experimentally characterized TTBs
between two f10�12g twin variants in Mg, where the
boundaries were identified as a common interface bisecting
two twinning planes. They pointed out that a local rotation
of the twin lattice in the vicinity of the contact site could be
the result of a stress relaxation process across the contact
interface accompanying the formation of the common
interfaces between the two twins.

In this paper, we revisit twin–twin interactions and
address critical issues regarding interaction structures and
twin transmission. We perform two cyclic loading tests in
Mg single crystals along the [0001] and ½10�10� directions,
respectively. In the two tests, f10�1 2g twinning and detwin-
ning are the major deformation modes, offering the best sit-
uation to study twin–twin interactions. Three typical twin–
twin structures are investigated: a quilted-looking twin
structure consisting of twins arrested at other twin bound-
aries, an “apparent crossing” twin structure which links
twins impinging independently on each side of twin lamella
and a double twin structure that results from secondary
twins being nucleated at twin–twin interfaces. Combining
experimental characterization and theoretical dislocation
analysis, we address the critical twin–twin interaction
issues. The analytical method used and the major conclu-
sions derived here for Mg can be straightforwardly applied
to other metals/alloys with hcp structures.

2. Twin–twin interactions

2.1. Classification of twin–twin interactions

The f10�12gh�1011i twin in hcp structures has six crys-
tallographically equivalent variants, denoted here by the
symbol Ti (i = 1–6). Labels increase by a counter-clockwise
rotation about the c-axis (Fig. 1a). Three pairs of twin–
twin interactions are crystallographically different,
T1 $ T2;T1 $ T3 and T1 $ T4, as illustrated in Fig. 1b–
d. The symbols “Ti $ Tj” denote an incoming twin Ti

encountering twin Tj, and vice versa.
For T1 $ T4 twin–twin interaction pairs, the intersec-

tion line is parallel to the ½1�210� direction (an a-axis).
The c-axis misorientation angle between T1 and T4 is
7.40� for Mg. The T1 $ T4 twin–twin interaction is
referred to as Type I co-zone twin–twin interaction. For
T1 $ T2 and T1 $ T3 twin–twin interactions, the intersec-
tion lines are along ½�2�2 43� and ½0�221� directions, respec-
tively. The c-axis misorientation angles about these axes
are 79.98� for T1 $ T2 twin pair and 34.73� for T1 $ T3

twin pair, respectively. Since the two twin pairs do not
share an a-axis, their interactions are referred to as Type
II twin–twin interactions, with Type II(a) for T1 $ T2

and Type II(b) for T1 $ T3.

2.2. Do twins cross each other?

In this section we discuss the feasibility of twin transmis-
sion when an impinging twin crosses another twin through
a secondary twinning path within the crossed twin. To



Fig. 1. (a) The six f10�12gh�1011i twin variants Ti (i = 1–6) in an hcp structure can form three crystallographically different types of twin–twin
interactions; (b) Type I twin–twin pair T4 $ T1 with the intersection line along ½�12�10� , (c) Type II(a) twin–twin interaction T2 $ T1 with the intersection
along ½�2�243� and (d) Type II(b) twin–twin interaction T3 $ T1 with the intersection line along ½0�221�.
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facilitate a discussion, we refer to the impinging twin as Ti.
If the impinging twin Ti transmits into twin Tj, a secondary
twin Tjk forms inside twin Tj.
Fig. 2. A schematic of twin–twin interaction showing the relation between
the direction of the resolved shear stress and the direction of twinning
shear on the primary T1 and T4 twin planes, and on the f10�12g twinning
planes inside twin T1. The external loading in the figure favors primary
twin growth but not secondary twin transmission when twin T4 impinges
on twin T1.
Fig. 2 shows an impinging twin T4 approaching a previ-
ously formed twin T1. Both twins can be activated by the
stress state depicted in Fig 2. Following Cahn’s first
constraint [42], the trace of the impinging twin is parallel
to the intersection line between the two twins. The second-
ary twin could be either T11 or T14 inside twin T1. For T1

and T4 we denote the direction of the resolved shear stress
on the twinning plane with a blue arrow and the twinning
shear direction with a red arrow. In the matrix they have
the same direction (Fig. 2). The twinned crystal is rotated
86.3� about the zone axis with respect to the matrix and
the c-axis experiences tension in the matrix and compres-
sion inside T1. As a consequence, the direction of the
resolved shear stress on the secondary twinning plane is
opposite to the secondary twinning shear direction. Thus,
the secondary twinning or twin transmission does not
occur for Type I twin–twin interaction.

A more general analysis for Types I and II twin–twin
interactions can be done using the Schmid criterion.
Fig. 3a–d plots the Schmid factor (SF) of twins Ti

(i = 1. . .4) in an inverse pole figure for uniaxial tension act-
ing on the parent hcp crystal. A positive SF (red domain) is
associated with the stress directions that induce a resolved
shear along the positive shear direction and activate Ti

twinning. Take twin T1 as an example. If the SF is negative
(blue domains), T1 is not activated by the corresponding



Fig. 3. Inverse pole figures of the Schmid factor of twinning systems
associated with a tensile axis. Red identifies domains with positive resolved
shear on twin system. Blue identifies negative resolved shear (no-twin-
activation). Directions of potential activation stresses for activating: (a)
twin T1, (b) twin T2, (c) twin T3, (d) twin T4, (e) twin T1 after it has
reoriented, (f) twin T2 inside twin T1, (g) twin T3 inside twin T1 and (h)
twin T4 inside twin T1. The regions outlined by the green line represent the
stress domain associated with the transmission of twin Ti into twin T1.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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stress. Following reorientation of T1, the c-axis reorients by
nearly 90� and the SF of T1 associated with the stress state
changes sign (Fig. 3e) for the twinned crystal (from red to
blue, and vice versa), meaning that the stress state that acti-
vated T1 cannot activate detwinning inside T1. The follow-
ing three cases correspond to Type I and II twins being able
to propagate inside T1. Each of T2, T3 and T4 is associated
with positive and negative domains of SF in the parent
crystal. To propagate from the original crystal into T1

while being driven by the same stress, these twins have to
exhibit non-empty intersections of positive domains when
the I images in Fig. 3b–d are superposed with Fig. 3e,
respectively. Such intersections are sketched in Fig. 3f–h
as red regions. It should be noticed that while the same
stress states allow T2 and T3 to propagate into T1, the
SFs associated with these domains are very low. In prac-
tice, we have not observed such a kind of twin–twin trans-
mission. As for T4 propagation into T1 (Fig. 3h), the fact
that the intersection of the red domains is practically null
rules out such a propagation, which is also consistent with
our experimental evidence.

2.3. Experimental observation of twin–twin structures

We performed two cyclic loading tests in Mg single crys-
tal with respect to two different crystal orientations to
study twin–twin structures. Using in situ optical micros-
copy (OM) and ex situ electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD) analysis, we observed twin–twin interactions and
characterized microstructures resulting from twin–twin
interactions.

A Mg single crystal was grown using the Bridgman
method. A dog-bone specimen of gage length 5.0 mm and
a square cross-section of 3.0 mm � 3.0 mm was fabricated
using electric discharge machining. Under compression–
tension cyclic loading along the ½10�10� direction, twin vari-
ants ð10�12Þ and ð�1012Þ , sharing the ½1�120� zone axis,
have the maximum Schmid factor of 0.499 and are
expected to be more active than the other four twin vari-
ants, which have a Schmid factor of 0.125. This offers the
best situation to study the Type I co-zone twin–twin inter-
action. Under tension–compression cyclic loading along
[0001] direction, six twin variants, having identical Schmid
factors of 0.499, are expected to be equally active. This is
suitable for exploring both Type I and Type II twin–twin
interactions. Before mechanical testing, the observation
surface of the specimen was chemically polished using a
solution of one part nitric acid, two parts hydrochloric acid
and seven parts ethanol. The details of the mechanical test-
ing setup can be found in Ref. [1].

For compression–tension test along the ½10�10� direc-
tion, the specimen was prepared to have X ¼ ½�12�10�
Y ¼ ½0001�, and Z ¼ ½1 0�10�, with the loading direction
along the Z-axis. An EBSD scan on the specimen surface
revealed that the ½10�10� specimen is oriented close to the
designed crystal orientations. The observation surface is
the Y–Z plane. The specimen was initially loaded in com-
pression to a strain of �0.75% and then unloaded slightly
to a strain of �0.725% where we characterized the speci-
men surface by SEM and EBSD with an EBSD step size
of 0.5 lm. The specimen was subsequently loaded under
fully reversed strain-controlled compression–tension at a
strain amplitude of 0.75%. During cyclic loading, the
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morphological change of deformation twins was traced
using in situ optical microscopy and the orientation of
the twins was characterized based on EBSD analysis. For
tension–compression tests in the [0001] direction, the spec-
imen was prepared to have X ¼ ½10�10�, Y ¼ ½�1 2�10� and
Z = [0001] with the loading direction along the Z-axis.
An EBSD scan on the specimen surface revealed that the
[0001] specimen is oriented close to the designed crystal
orientations. The observation surface is the Y–Z plane.
The specimen was loaded for one cycle under fully reversed
strain-controlled tension–compression with a strain ampli-
tude of 0.5%. We characterized the specimen surface by
SEM and EBSD with a scan resolution of 0.5 lm.

Through in situ OM and ex situ EBSD analysis, three
microstructural features are observed in association with
twin–twin interactions in the two specimens: (1) quilted-
looking twin structure, (2) “apparent crossing” twin struc-
ture and (3) double twin structure. The quilted-looking
twin structure forms through the propagation and blocking
of multiple twin variants. This structure has been widely
observed in materials with orthotropic [42–44], tetragonal
[45] cubic [46,47], and hcp [35–40,48–51] crystal structures.
Fig. 4a shows a quilted-looking twin structure in the spec-
imen loaded along the ½1 0�10� direction. The structure is
composed of two twin variants, T1 and T4, that share the
same zone axis. In the specimen loaded along the [0001]
direction, we observe six twin variants. Fig. 4b shows a
quilted-looking twin structure composed of four twin vari-
ants, T1, T2, T3 and T5. It is noticed that the quilted-look-
ing structure prevents the propagation and growth of twins
in association with the formation of TTBs.

The crossing (or transmission) twin structure forms
when an impinging twin crosses another twin through a
secondary twinning path in the twinned crystal. Fig. 5
shows two “apparent crossing” twin structures. A closer
observation reveals that neither twin actually crosses
through the other twin, as we discuss below. Fig. 5a shows
two T1 twins and one T2 twin. The crystal orientation in
the intersection region has a c-axis misorientation angle
of �6.2� with respect to the crystal orientation in the T2

twin away from the twin–twin interaction, indicating that
Fig. 4. Quilted-looking twin structures (a) in the specimen loaded along the ½1
the crystal in the intersection region belongs to the T2 twin
but experiences a tilt induced by forming TTBs. In Fig. 5b,
EBSD analysis shows three twins: two T2 twins and one T6

twin. The crystal orientation in the intersection region has
a c-axis misorientation angle of �6.5� with respect to the
crystal orientation in the T6 twin away from the TTB, indi-
cating that the crystal in the intersection region belongs to
the T6 twin but experiences a tilt induced by dislocation
formation at the TTBs. These results clearly indicate that
no twin crossing or transmission occurs upon the contact
of one twin with another twin. This is different from the
crossing twin structure in face-centered-cubic (fcc) struc-
tures [46,47] where twin transmission can occur under
monotonic loading because the fcc structure exhibits three
sets of twinning dislocations on each twinning plane [52–
54]. The twinned crystal can be further twinned by the glide
of twinning dislocations under the same stress condition.
For hcp structures, a crossing twin structure is unlikely
because twinning is unidirectional with one set of twinning
dislocations per twinning plane. According to a Schmid
analysis in Type I twin–twin interactions (Fig. 2), the
twinned crystal cannot experience secondary twinning
under the same stress because the twinning direction is
opposite to the direction of the resolved shear stress in
the twinned crystal. For Type II twin–twin interactions,
the twinned crystal cannot be further twinned because the
positive loading domains are characterized by very low
Schmid factors (Fig. 3). Thus, crossing twin structures in
hcp are unlikely as a result of twin–twin interaction. This
is evidenced in our EBSD analysis where among all twin–
twin structures we observed only “apparent crossing” twin
structures without crossing twin structures. However,
crossing twin structures could form if the local stresses
depart substantially from the applied stress as a result of
spatially distributed defects.

The double tensile twin structure is the one in which a
tensile twin (or secondary twin) forms inside another ten-
sile twin (or primary twin). There are two typical struc-
tures: one where the secondary twin does not connect
another twin that interacts with the primary twin (Fig. 6a
and b), and the other one is where the secondary twin does
0�10� direction and (b) in the specimen loaded along the [0001] direction.



Fig. 5. “Apparent crossing” twin structures in the specimen loaded along the [0001] direction: (a) two T1 twins and one T2 twin and (b) two T2 twins and
one T6 twin.

Fig. 6. Double tension twin structures in the specimen loaded along the [0001] direction. Secondary twin does not connect to an incoming twin: (a) a
secondary twin T54 inside a primary twin T5 and (b) three secondary twins T31 inside a primary twin T3. Secondary twin connects to TTBs: (c) a secondary
twin T12 inside a primary twin T1 and (d) two secondary twins T62 inside a primary twin T6.
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connect to another twin that interacts with the primary
twin (Fig. 6c and d). Since secondary twins cannot occur
inside a primary twin without changing the stress state in
the primary twin, the double tensile twin structure can
occur either due to a change in the applied loading or
due to local stresses resulting from other defects such as
an interacting twin.

3. Twin–twin boundaries

We have reported our observations of three types of
twin–twin structures and briefly discussed the formation
of these structures. In the following section, we address
the formation mechanisms and microstructural characteris-
tics of these structures and their role in further twinning
and detwinning based on EBSD analysis, crystallographic
theory and dislocation theory.

3.1. Formation of TTBs

When one twin encounters another twin, TTBs form.
Starting with Fig. 7a where an incoming twin Ti

approaches the twin boundary of twin Tj, TTBs form
through three possible mechanisms based on the reaction
of twinning dislocations, as visualized in Fig. 7b–d.

The first mechanism corresponds to the impinging
process (Fig. 7b) where the front tip of twin Ti is blocked
at the boundary of twin Tj. TDs associated with twin Ti



Fig. 7. Formation mechanisms of TTBs: (a) a twin Ti is approaching the
boundary of a pre-existing twin Tj (i – j); (b) the impinging mechanism
where TDs impinge on the Tj twin boundary, forming TTBI; (c) the
zipping mechanism where twinning dislocations associated with the two
twins zip to form junctions; (d) the dissociating mechanism where a
twinning dislocation associated with one twin dissociates into one
twinning dislocation associated with the other twin and leaves one
junction. The light gray and light blue domains correspond to the Ti and
Tj twins, respectively. The TDs are drawn in red (Ti) and blue (Tj) colors.
Orange and pink colors are used for resultant junctions (or TTB
dislocations) due to TD reactions. According to the angles between two
primary twinning planes, one TTB is referred to as TTBA (acute angle),
and the other is referred to as TTBO (obtuse angle).

Fig. 8. Twin–twin boundary planes and Burgers vectors of boundary
dislocations for the three twin–twin interactions: (a) Type I T4 $ T1 twin
interaction; (b) Type II(a) T2 $ T1 twin–twin interactions; (c) Type II(b)
T3 $ T1 twin–twin interactions.
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impinge on the twin boundary of twin Tj. The TTB that
forms between the two twins is referred to as TTBI where
the subscript “I” refers to impinging. The TTB plane coin-
cides with the Tj twinning plane and contains boundary
dislocations that have the same character as the twinning
dislocation associated with the incoming twin Ti.

The second and third mechanisms are associated with
the growth of two twins, as shown in Fig. 7c and d. When
both Ti and Tj grow through the glide of TDs, these TDs
meet, react and form junctions. The pile-up of these junc-
tions forms a dislocation wall, corresponding to the TTB.
Two types of TTBs can form, as schematically shown in
Fig. 7c and d. Based on the angles between the two primary
twinning planes, one TTB is referred to as TTBA corre-
sponding to an acute angle and the other is referred to as
TTBO corresponding to an obtuse angle.

For the second mechanism, the formation of junctions is
accomplished through zipping twinning dislocations asso-
ciated with the two primary twins. The Burgers vector of
the junction is thus equal to the sum of the two TDs. In
the case of a more common TTB that forms between an
incoming T4 twin and a T1 twin, the line sense of all
twinning dislocations is oriented along the ½1�210� zone
axis. The reaction process can be expressed as:

bT 4
tw þ bT 1

tw ) bA

k½10�11� þ k½�101 1� ) 2k½0001�
ð1aÞ

and

bT 4
tw þ bT 1

tw ) bo

k½10�11� þ k½10�1�1� ) 2k½10�10�
ð1bÞ

Note that bT 1
tw has Burgers vector k½�10 11� at the left of

twin T4 and k½10�1�1� at the right of twin T4, where
k ¼ ð3� j2Þ=ð3þ j2Þ(k = 0.064 for Mg) and bA and b0

denote the Burgers vectors of the junctions in the TTBs
TTBA and TTBO, respectively.

In the third mechanism, the formation of TTBs is
accomplished through dissociating the twinning dislocation
of one twin into the twinning dislocation of the other twin
plus a residual. As shown in Fig. 7d, a TD associated with
Ti glides towards the boundary of the Tj and dissociates
into a TD associated with twin Tj. The residual is left at
the intersection of the two twins, corresponding to a
junction. Taking T4! T1 twin pairs as example, the disso-
ciation process can be expressed as:

bT 4
tw þ bT 1

tw ) bA

k½10�11� þ k½10�1�1� ) 2k½0001�
ð2aÞ

and

bT 4
tw þ bT 1

tw ) bo

k½10�11� þ k½�101 1� ) 2k½10�10�
ð2bÞ



Table 1
Burgers vectors of the dislocations on TTBs (TTBI, TTBA, TTBO) for the three types of twin–twin interactions (all the vectors are described in the matrix
crystal coordinate).

Twin pair bI bA bO 2jbI j2=ðkaÞ2 jbAj2=ðkaÞ2 jbOj2=ðkaÞ2

T4 $ T1 k½10�11� 2k½0001� 2k½10�10� 11.23 10.56 11.97
T2 $ T1 k½0�111� k½�1�122� k½1�100� 11.23 19.54 2.99
T3 $ T1 k½1�101� k½0�112� k½2�1�10� 11.23 13.54 9.00

Note: bI , Burgers vector of dislocation impinged on a pre-existing twinning boundary; bA and , Burgers vectors of dislocations on the TTBA and TTBO

TTBs formed by reaction of TDs.
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3.2. Configuration of TTBs

According to the three proposed mechanisms, we study
here the crystallographic aspects of the TTBs, including
boundary planes and boundary dislocations. Fig. 8 shows
the three-dimensional geometry for the three twin–twin
interactions. T1 is the pre-existing twin. T2, T3 and T4 are
the incoming twins. The coordinate system (OXYZ) is fixed
to the T1 twinning plane. The X-axis aligns with the T1

twinning shear direction ½�1 011� and the Y-axis is normal
to the T1 twinning plane. The Z-axis points out-of-paper
parallel to the ½1�210� zone axis. Table 1 summarizes the
Burgers vectors of junctions (or boundary dislocations) in
the TTBs. bI is the Burgers vector of the impinging TD
associated with the incoming twin. bA and bo are the Bur-
gers vectors that result from reaction of the TDs. The elas-
tic energy associated with these dislocations is proportional
to the square of the magnitude of Burgers vector and is
computed for the three twin–twin interactions in Table 1.
It is found that the formation of TTBA is energetically
favorable while TTBO is unfavorable for Type I twin–twin
interactions. Conversely, the formation of TTBO is energet-
ically favorable while TTBA is unfavorable for Type II
twin–twin interactions.

For example, the elastic energy associated with the left-
hand side of Eqs. (1a) and (1b) is proportional to
11:23ðkaÞ2 for Type I twin interactions according to
Frank’s law [52]. The right-hand sides of Eqs. (1a) and
(1b) are proportional to 10:56ðkaÞ2 and 11:97ðkaÞ2, respec-
tively, indicating that the reaction is favorable for forming
the TTBA boundary and unfavorable for forming the
TTBO boundary when only considering the change in line
energy of the dislocations. The change in the elastic energy
associated with the dislocation dissociation (Eqs. (2a) and
(2b)) increases, indicating that the dissociation mechanism
is energetically unfavorable. However, the formation of
dislocation walls will further reduce the net elastic energy
due to the core–core interactions among these dislocations
[52]. Thus both TTBA and TTBO boundaries could form
through the two mechanisms.

The TTB plane is geometrically defined as a common
interface bisecting two twinning planes. In practice, the
TTB plane can be different because of thermodynamically
driven reconstruction to minimize interface energy, such
as faceted or curved interfaces [55–57]. Nevertheless, the
net Burgers vector of the boundary dislocations is
unchanged according to the Frank–Bilby theory [55–58]
when the misorientation relationship between the two crys-
tals remains unchanged. For a Type I co-zone twin–twin
interaction, due to the twinning reorientation of the crys-
tals, the boundary plane of TTBO bonds the basal planes
in the two twins, which is referred to as BB. The boundary
plane of TTBA bonds the prismatic planes in the two twins,
as being referred to as PP. These structures have been
examined recently using atomistic simulations in Mg [3].
The Burgers vector of the boundary dislocations is perpen-
dicular to the TTB plane (Fig. 8a), forming a boundary dis-
location tilt wall. Thus, TTBA and TTBo in Type I twin
interactions can be characterized as low-angle symmetric
tilt boundaries with a tilt angle of 7.4�.

For the Type II(a) twin–twin interaction, a crystallo-
graphic analysis according to a common interface bisecting
two twinning planes shows that the boundary plane of
TTBA is parallel to the ð11�24Þ plane in the matrix and
bonds the ð5�2�36Þ plane in the T1 twin and the ð�25�36Þ
plane in the T2 twin. The boundary plane of TTBO is par-
allel to the ð1�100Þ in the matrix and bonds the ð�12�12Þ
plane in the T1 twin and the ð�211�2Þ plane in the T2 twin.
For Type II(b) twin–twin interactions, the boundary plane
of TTBA is parallel to the ð01�14Þ plane in the matrix and
bonds the ð13�5�86Þ plane in the T1 twin and the ð13856Þ
plane in the T3 twin. The boundary plane of TTBO is par-
allel to the ð2�1�10Þ plane in the matrix and bonds the
ð�35�214Þ plane in the T1 twin and the ð�3�2514Þ plane in
the T3 twin. As shown in Fig. 8b and c, the Burgers vector
of the boundary dislocations has two components: one is
perpendicular to the boundary plane and the other lies
on the boundary plane and is not parallel to the intersec-
tion line (or junction line). Thus, TTBA and TTBo for Type
II twin–twin interactions can be characterized to be tilt plus
twist boundaries. The two bonded crystal planes in the two
twins are of the same type but twisted relative to each
other. It is worth mentioning that the geometrical defini-
tion results in the high index crystallographic planes.

TTBs associated with the Type I co-zone twin–twin
interaction are observed from compressing the Mg single
crystal in the ½10�10� direction. Fig. 9a shows TTBs
between a T4 twin and a T1 twin. Twin–twin boundaries
consist of low-angle TTBO and TTBA tilt boundaries with
a misorientation angle of 6.6� measured by EBSD. The



Fig. 9. Experimentally observed TTBs: (a) EBSD orientation map of low-angle TTBs, TTBA (BB) and TTBO (PP), in Type I co-zone twin interaction
under compression in ½10�10�-Mg single crystal; (b) TEM bright field micrograph showing TTBO in Type II(a) twin–twin interaction.
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trace of the TTBA boundary plane is close to traces of pris-
matic planes in both twins and referred to as PP boundary.
The TTBO boundary plane trace is approximately parallel
to the basal plane traces in both twins and referred to as
the BB boundary. Atomistic simulations of Type I co-zone
twin interactions [3] with empirical potential for Mg have
been used to examine the formation of PP and BB bound-
aries (see Supplementary Fig. S.1). Fig. 9b, a TEM bright
field micrograph, shows a TTBO boundary associated with
Type II(a) twin–twin interactions. It is worth mentioning
that no twin transmission is observed in either type of
twin–twin interactions.

According to our experimental observations and theo-
retical analyses, f10�12g twins do not transmit into one
another. The formation of the “apparent crossing” twin
structures in Fig. 6c and d is addressed next using an argu-
ment based on the formation of TTBs. As shown in
Fig. 10a, two Ti twins impinge on each side of a Tj (j – i)
twin. Fig. 10b shows the formation of an “apparent cross-
ing” twin structure accompanying the formation and
growth of TTBs and the growth of the three twins. For
generality, all kinds of TTBs are shown in Fig. 10b. In fact,
different numbers or kinds of TTBs could form due to the
local stresses and difference in the kinetics and energetics
aspects for TTBs formation. For example, two types of
TTBs are observed in Fig. 5a and one type of TTB is
observed in Fig. 5b. Nevertheless, the intersection region
visualized as the violet shaded area in Fig. 10b is part of
twin Tj but tilted 6.4� from twin Tj due to boundary dislo-
cations according to interface dislocation theory [52].
4. Influence of TTBs on twinning/detwinning

4.1. Influence on twinning

Once TTBs form, twinning dislocations associated with
the incoming twin are blocked at the twin boundary and
form boundary dislocations. Back-stresses resulting from
the pile-up of these boundary dislocations hinder the
motion of twinning dislocations toward the TTB, produc-
ing a stronger repulsion force near the TTB. Further
growth and propagation of twins thus requires a high
stress, resulting in strain hardening during twinning.

It is worth pointing out that for Type I twin–twin inter-
actions, the two twinned crystals have a low misorientation
angle of �7.4�. Thus, glide planes in both crystals are
nearly parallel, and slip transmission for dislocation across
TTBs is easy. For the easy basal slip in Mg, basal disloca-
tion can transmit across TTBO where the boundary plane is
prismatic, forming a basal slip band. This has been
observed in Mg [3]. For Type II twin–twin interactions,
the two twinned crystals have large misorientation angles
(>35�), and the traces of their glide planes with the bound-
ary plane are not parallel, and thus slip transmission is
difficult.

4.2. Influence on detwinning and secondary twinning

Under reversed loading, detwinning may occur as a
reversal of the forming process. For interacting twins,
TTB dislocations can dissociate into twinning dislocations



Fig. 10. Formation mechanisms of crossing-like twin structure: (a) a Ti

twin encounters a pre-existing Tj twin from one side and another closely
aligned parallel Ti twin contacts the same Tj twin from the other side
(j – i); (b) Formation of TTBs at both sides of Tj twin via the zipping and/
or dissociating mechanisms. The dislocations on TTBA and TTBO are
drawn in orange and pink colors, respectively. The green arrow indicates
the direction of the twin boundary growth.

Fig. 11. Detwinning, re-twinning and double twinning mechanisms
related to TTBs under reversed loading: (a) at the start of load reversal;
(b) detwinning through dissociation of a single TTB dislocation into
twinning dislocations; (c) secondary twinning with the same twin variant
as the primary twin (or referred to as re-twinning) accompanying
nucleation of twins from TTBs; (d) secondary twinning with a different
twin variant from the primary twin (or referred to as double twinning)
accompanying nucleation of twins from TTBs.
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that glide on the twinning plane, causing the twin thickness
to decrease (Fig. 11b). However, dissociation is an energet-
ically unfavorable process based on the dislocation theory.
It is expected that detwinning becomes more difficult with
increasing loading cycles because more TTBs form that
hinder detwinning. This is consistent with experimental
measurements [1,2] and will be discussed later. More inter-
estingly, secondary twins can propagate from TTBs, as
observed in Fig. 6c and d. An EBSD analysis reveals two
microstructural mechanisms, both based on secondary
twins nucleating at and propagating from TTBs: (1) sec-
ondary twins leading to “detwinning from inside” (Tii in
Ti and Tjj in Tj) (Fig. 6c) and (2) secondary twins where
the secondary twin plane Tij intersects with the primary
twin planes Ti and Tj along the same intersection line.

Fig. 11 schematically illustrates possible deformation
modes under reversed loading. Fig. 11a shows the general
case of TTBs associated with the Ti ! Tj twin interaction
where three possible detwinning modes could operate. The
first mode is associated with direct detwinning through dis-
sociation/unzipping of boundary dislocations into twin-
ning dislocations that glide on their associated twinning
planes (Fig. 11b). This process can be expressed as:

bTTB ) bT i
tw þ bT j

tw ð3Þ
The second and third detwinning modes are associated

with nucleation and propagation of secondary twinning
inside primary twins. In the second deformation mode
(Fig. 11c), the secondary twin variant is either Tii or Tjj,
that is, the same variant is activated in primary. In the third
deformation mode (Fig. 11d), the secondary twin variant is
either Tij or Tji, that is, the variant of the other primary
twin is active. Atomistic simulations and theoretical analy-
sis [24] show that a minimum stable twin nucleus requires
simultaneous nucleation of multiple twinning dislocations.
Correspondingly, the second deformation mode can be
expressed as:

nbTTB ) nbT ii
tw þ nbT jj

tw ð4Þ
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The third mode is similar to the second mode but with dif-
ferent reactions:

nbTTB ) nbT ij
tw þ nbr ð5aÞ

or

nbTTB ) nbT ji
tw þ nbr ð5bÞ

where n is equal to 3 for the normal-twinning mechanism
[24]. nbr is the residual dislocations left on the TTB. Com-
pared to the first mode where detwinning is accomplished
through successive dissociation of boundary dislocations,
the second and third modes involve multiple dislocations
and are less energetically favorable.

We further analyze the feasibility of the three deforma-
tion modes. For each dissociation process, we compute the
interaction energy between the dissociated dislocations, the
change in the elastic energy of the dislocations and the Sch-
mid factor associated with the dissociated twinning disloca-
tions. The results are summarized in Table 2. The Schmid
factor for secondary twinning was computed for compres-
sion along the ½000�1� direction. It is clearly observed that
(1) most of the dissociation processes are energetically
unfavorable, resulting in a retarding behavior for detwin-
ning and TTB-induced detwinning hardening; (2) the first
mode (detwinning) is the easiest among the three modes;
Table 2
Dissociation process associated with three detwinning mechanisms, the energy
dislocation and the Schmid factor for secondary twinning under reversed load

Dissociation E1 E2

Mechanisms 1 & 2: (n = 1 for Mechanism 1, n = 3 for Mechanism 2)

Type I
nbA ) nbT 44

tw þ nbT 11
tw 10.56 11.23

nbo ) nbT 44
tw þ nbT 11

tw 11.97 11.23

Type II(a)
nbA ) nbT 22

tw þ nbT 11
tw 19.54 11.23

nbo ) nbT 22
tw þ nbT 11

tw 2.99 11.23

Type II(b)
nbA ) nbT 33

tw þ nbT 11
tw 13.54 11.23

nbo ) nbT 33
tw þ nbT 11

tw 9.00 11.23

Mechanism 3 (n = 3)

Type I
nbI ) nbT 41

tw þ nbr(or nbI ) nbT 14
tw þ nbr) 5.62 17.59 (or 27

nbA ) nbT 41
tw ðor nbT 14

tw Þ þ nbr 10.56 33.60
nbo ) nbT 41

tw ðor nbT 14
tw Þ þ nbr 11.97 33.60

Type II(a)
nbI ) nbT 21

tw þ nbr (or nbI ) nbT 12
tw þ nbr) 5.62 8.61 (or 7.01

nbA ) nbT 21
tw ðor nbT 12

tw Þ þ nbr 19.54 12.64
nbo ) nbT 21

tw ðor nbT 12
tw Þ þ nbr 2.99 12.64

Type II(b)
nbI ) nbT 31

tw þ nbr (or nbI ) nbT 13
tw þ nbr) 5.62 14.64 (or 18

nbA ) nbT 31
tw ðor nbT 13

tw Þ þ nbr 13.54 23.85
nbo ) nbT 31

tw ðor nbT 13
tw Þ þ nbr 9.00 23.85

Note: bI , Burgers vector of the impinged twinning dislocation on the T1 twin bo
vector of the TTBO boundary dislocation; bT ij

tw , Burgers vector of the dissocia
residual dislocation; m, Schmid factor for secondary twinning under
E2 ¼ ðjbT ij

tw j2 þ jbrj2Þ=ðnkaÞ2.
and (3) secondary twinning is easiest for Type II(a) TTBs,
and the most difficult for Type I co-zone TTBs.

4.3. Cyclic hardening of twinning/detwinning

When a Mg single crystal is subject to cyclic tension–
compression loading along the [0001] direction, multiple
twin variants are activated during the tensile stroke, and
they tend to de-twin during the compressive reversal.
Quilted-looking twin structures, “apparent crossing” twin
structures and double twin structures form under these
conditions and offer the best situation to study the influ-
ence of twin–twin interactions on hardening due to twin-
ning and detwinning.

The [0001]-oriented Mg single crystal was subject to
fully reversed strain-controlled tension–compression at a
strain amplitude of 0.5% after the initial tensile loading
and unloading. The cyclic stress vs. plastic strain is illus-
trated in Fig. 12a for several (up to 1610) hysteresis loops.
The flow stresses for tension and compression increase with
increasing number of loading cycles, corresponding to cyc-
lic hardening. More importantly, the plastic strain accom-
modated by twinning/detwinning decreases with increasing
number of loading cycles, indicating that twinning and det-
winning become harder with increasing number of loading
associated with the dissociated secondary twin dislocation and the residual
ing in [000�1] direction.

E1 � E2 bTij
tw � br=ðnkaÞ2 m

0.67 �0.36 0.5
�0.74 0.36 0.5

�8.31 4.12 0.5
8.24 �4.12 0.5

�2.31 1.13 0.5
2.23 �1.13 0.5

.99) 11.97 (or 22.37) �5.98 (or �11.19) 0.49
23.04 �11.55 0.49
21.63 �10.83 0.49

) 2.99 (or 1.39) �0.266 (or �0.124) 0.12
�6.90 3.43 0.12
9.65 �4.82 0.12

.22) 9.02 (or 12.60) �4.49 (or �6.29) 0.12
10.31 �5.16 0.12
14.85 �7.42 0.12

undary; bA, Burgers vector of the TTBA boundary dislocation; bo, Burgers
ted secondary twinning dislocation; br, Burgers vector of the dissociated
reversed loading in the [000�1] direction. E1 ¼ jbTTBj2=ðnkaÞ2 and



Fig. 12. Cyclic hardening of the [0001]-oriented Mg single crystal
subjected to fully reversed tension–compression at a strain amplitude of
0.5%: (a) stress–plastic strain hysteresis loops from the first to the 1610th
loading cycle; (b) twinning stress ðrtwinÞ, detwinning stress ðjrdetwinjÞ and
their corresponding plastic moduli ððdr=depÞtwin and ðdr=depÞdetwinÞ at the
mean plastic strain ðep;meanÞ) as indicated in a typical stress–plastic strain
hysteresis loop; (c) variation of twinning stress, detwinning stress and their
corresponding plastic moduli with the number of loading cycles.
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cycles, and more strain is accommodated elastically. The
sharp increase in the flow stress at the end of the compres-
sion loading reversal can be attributed to the exhaustion of
easy detwinning followed by activation of hard pyramidal
slip, since the de-twinned crystal is not oriented for basal
slip activation.

In order to quantify the effect of twinning and detwin-
ning upon cyclic hardening, we define a mean flow stress
and a mean hardening rate as follows (Fig. 12b). A mean
plastic strain is computed as the average of the tensile peak
plastic strain and the compressive peak plastic strain in
each loading cycle. The mean flow stress is the stress corre-
sponding to the mean plastic strain for each cycle. The
mean hardening rate is the slope of the stress–strain curve
at the mean plastic strain. For each full loading cycle we
compute the mean twinning stress, the mean detwinning
stress and the mean strain hardening rates. The results
clearly show two hardening features (Fig. 12c): the mean
stress and hardening rate during detwinning are greater
than those associated with twinning and both of them
increase with the number of cycles. The higher flow stress
for detwinning can be mainly attributed to the energetically
unfavorable dissociation of TTBs, which require a higher
stress to be reversed. The increasing flow stress with load-
ing cycles can be mainly attributed to the accumulation
of un-reversed TTBs and the formation of secondary twins.
During twinning, twinning dislocations associated with the
impinging twin are blocked at the pre-existing twin bound-
ary, and quilted-looking twin structures form (also see
Fig. 2 in Ref. [1]). A backstress then results from the
pile-up of these boundary dislocations and will hinder the
motion of twinning dislocations toward the TTB, produc-
ing a stronger repulsion force near the TTB. The further
growth and propagation of twins thus require a high stress,
corresponding to strain hardening during twinning. During
detwinning, in addition to the effect due to energetically
unfavorable dissociation, more secondary twins form at
TTBs as the loading cycles increase. The nucleation and
growth of secondary twins tends to suppress detwinning
of the primary twin because the plastic deformation associ-
ated with secondary twinning decreases the local stress [59].
Thus, the mean stress and mean strain hardening rate dur-
ing detwinning increase more rapidly than those during
twinning.

Two other possible strain hardening mechanisms to be
considered during cyclic loading are: (1) the lattice re-orien-
tation of the twinned domains into “hard” orientations; (2)
the accumulation of dislocations with each cycle. The latter
is more likely to be present in polycrystalline aggregates, or
in single crystals oriented for multiple slip, or when the cyc-
lic strain amplitude is large. Neither of these conditions
applies to our test. We performed fatigue on single crystal
where the normal stress is either perpendicular or parallel
to the basal plane in the twin and matrix domains, respec-
tively. As a consequence, basal slip is unlikely to make a
significant contribution to deformation during tension or
compression due to a low or zero Schmid factor. In addi-
tion, the stress magnitude is lower than 40 MPa during
the tensile stroke and unlikely to activate non-basal slip.
The fact that the stress remains fairly flat throughout the
tensile stroke in every cycle indicates that twinning is the
dominant deformation mode and that non-basal slip inside
the “hard” twinned domains is not active. The flow stress is
also flat during most of the compressive stroke, when de-
twinning takes place, but increases at the end, a fact that
which we attribute to the activation of pyramidal slip inside
the de-twinned crystal. However, at these low cyclic plastic



Fig. 13. (a) Low-magnification crystal orientation map showing primary twins and (b) secondary twins. (c) Discrete (0001) pole figure from the EBSD
scan with the pole regions highlighted in different colors; (d) calculated (0001) pole figure for the original matrix (M), primary tensile twins (Ti,
i = 1,2,3. . .6), and secondary tensile twins (Tij, i, j = 1,2,3. . .6) with respect to the primary tensile twins.
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strains (e < 0.005) any dislocation generated will be most
likely annihilated during unloading upon strain reversal,
and twinning will be the dominant deformation mode for
the rest of the tensile stroke. As a consequence, strain hard-
ening is therefore mainly attributed to TTB interactions
and to the build-up of secondary twins.

The phenomenon of secondary twin formation is docu-
mented in Fig. 13, and we believe that it plays a role in the
hardening process associated with twinning/detwinning.
Fig. 13a is a low-magnification crystal orientation map
with different areas corresponding to the residual primary
twins. Fig. 13b is a higher magnification crystal orientation
map showing where secondary twins have been activated.
Fig. 13c is the discrete (000 1) pole figure based on the
EBSD scan (one point per pixel) with the separate crystal
orientations highlighted in different colors. The sample
was unloaded from the compressive peak strain (detwin-
ning finished) after 5019 loading cycles. Based on the initial
parent/matrix orientation, Fig. 13d shows the calculated
position of (0001) poles following primary and secondary
twinning for all variant combinations. A comparison of
Fig. 13c with Fig. 13d confirms that secondary twinning
is active during the cyclic loading (see Regions S1–S6 in
Fig. 13c).
5. Conclusions

Mg and Mg alloys exhibit limited formability at room
temperature because their hcp structures have a limited
number of easy slip systems. Consequently, twinning plays
a critical role in plastic deformation, and twinning/detwin-
ning is active during strain path changes, of which cyclic
loading is an extreme case. f�1012g twinning/detwinning
is the most commonly activated twinning mode. Depending
on grain orientation and loading conditions, multiple twin
variants interact with each other, consequently forming
quilted-looking twin structures, crossing-like twin struc-
tures and double twin structures. Twin–twin interactions
and the microstructures that they generate are found to
correlate with mechanical hardening. We studied twin–twin
interactions by combining experimental observations and
theoretical analysis. The major conclusions of this work
are:

(1) According to a crystallographic analysis, twin–twin
interactions can be classified into two types: Type I
corresponding to two twins that share a h11–20i zone
axis and Type II interactions that share a different
zone axis.
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(2) When loading favors the growth of the two twins, one
twin cannot transmit into the other across a twin
boundary through the secondary twinning path. Con-
sequently, TTB forms.

(3) According to Schmid analysis, for a Type I twin–twin
interaction, the same loading condition activates
either twinning or detwinning of both twins, and twin
transmission cannot occur. For Type II twin–twin
interactions, twinning or detwinning of both twins
can be activated under some loading conditions,
and in some cases twinning is activated for one twin
while detwinning is activated for the other. However,
twin transmission is unlikely. Of all twin–twin struc-
tures observed in our EBSD experiments, crossing
twin structures were not observed.

(4) A TTB can form through three mechanisms: imping-
ing, zipping, and dissociating of twinning disloca-
tions. All of these create twin–twin-boundary
dislocations. For a Type I twin–twin interaction, the
TTB is a low angle tilt boundary with the habit plane
being parallel either to the basal or the prismatic
planes in each twin. For Type II twin–twin interac-
tions, the TTB adopts a high index crystallographic
plane according to geometry analysis and could thus
evolve to be a complex boundary following thermody-
namic relaxation. Twin–twin boundary dislocations
can be characterized by reactions of twinning disloca-
tions associated with the two twin variants.

(5) “Apparent crossing” twin structures are a result of TTB
formation. The crystal in the intersection region experi-
ences a tilt induced by the pile-up of TTB dislocations.

(6) Under reversed loading, detwinning is hindered
because of the energetically unfavorable dissociation
of TTB dislocations. Most interestingly, secondary
twinning can be activated at Type II TTBs under
reversed loading.

(7) Under cyclic loading, three kinds of twin structures
(quilted-looking, “apparent crossing”, and double
tensile twin or secondary twins) form as a conse-
quence of twin–twin interactions. These microstruc-
tures correlate with the observed cyclic hardening
due to twinning and detwinning.
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